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printen and then embroider. 

 

 
Benodigdheden. 
1 x a4 cuts down print t shirt (buy at the bookshop) 
1 x T shirt 
1 x nice patroontje 
 
1 Get from internet a nice design ( we have a shark from  finding nemo ) 

You can choose at google for images and give as missing task wallpaper + e.g. finding nemo 
 

2 If you have a blade you can him with e.g. adobe treat photograph hops we the fish have taken away. 
Because we that ourselves want embroider there at. 
 

 
 
Here is still with the fish                               Here we have taken away the fish 
 
3 If the image is ready print you him on brushes paper 

Pay attention, however, to if there text must at state he in mirror picture becomes uitgeprint!!!!!!!! 
Differently the text in mirror picture on your t shirt appears and that is not the intention. 
You can now it cut down also still in vormpje to cut e.g. a cloud or a trust randje. 
 

 



4 Leg it now cuts down with the depressed side on t shirt and leg there on top of a velletje barge paper 
That gives, as it happens, to a more beautiful end result puts the strijkbout on maximum and brushes quietly not 
too long on a spot. 

 

 
 
5  Appetite now suggests low very slow and in a fluent movement separately. 
 

 
The end result after brushing 
 
6 Only the plak membrane in the ring does stretch and plak then t shirt there on permanently therefore not t shirt 

itself in the ring 
Differently  the print on t damages shirt and that is sin of your work 

 

 
 
7  The correct spot now stipulates where the pattern must end up and embroiders the pattern. 
 

 



 
8  And the end result is a lot nicely a beetje 3 D impact and you make a good show entirely 
 

 
 
9  The possible present to be endless is possible you there e.g. fish still more at to make you can make still whose 
    Also is possible this with each subject and if with small things like only one mirror pocket there and then a   
    character For the mirror embroider etc. etc. etc. 
 
10 here still a nice example of a princess Ariel at the castle of prince Erik!!!!       

 
     Quinty49@msn.com 

 

Groetjes mario en monique 
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